I’ve Been Mismanaged (IBM) by Indian Business
Machines (IBM)’s Incredibly Bad Management
(IBM) and I've Been Mugged (IBM) of my job
and I’ve Been Misled (IBM) leading to an
Intense Bowel Movement (IBM).
You can take the “International” out of the IBM title, New
Name Plate is “India Business Machines” and it is all part of
the Decline of the IBM Empire.
In the beginning and middle of my career I used to adore IBM, then called
Mother IBM, I used to work with them on special projects, heck they even gave
me an offer. At that time, the company was on top of its game, mainframe and
PC and hardware. The IBM’ers were fantastic to work with back then. Why?
Because IBM treated and paid their employees like family, layoffs were few,
they attracted the best and the brightest. Now IBM has gone south, the
company’s reputation in the software goods and services business has
deteriorated - they are overpriced and they under perform. I have witnessed
failed IBM projects. IBM has lost it mojo and one reason, besides general bad
management, is the predominant usage of H1-B cheap low-quality labor.
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I’VE BEEN MANIPULATED (IBM) - IN DC, IBM’S
REPUTATION IN THE SOFTWARE GOODS AND SERVICES
BUSINESS HAS DETERIORATED - THEY ARE OVERPRICED AND
UNDER PERFORM. FOR THE AGENCY USCIS, YES, THE ONE
THAT MANAGES ‘GREEN CARDS’ AND H-1B’S, IBM
CONTRACT WORK SUCKED BIG TIME. IBM ROBBED
USCIS BLIND, THEY DELIVERED ONLY 1 ON-LINE FORM PRICE TAG 500 MILLION $$$.
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By Jerry Markon November 8, 2015
I’ve Been Manipulated (IBM) - In DC, IBM’s reputation in the software goods
and services business has deteriorated - they are overpriced and they under
perform. For the agency USCIS, yes, the one that manages ‘Green Cards’ and
H-1B’s, IBM contract work SUCKED BIG TIME. USCIS, after IBM robbed them
blind, was delivered only 1 on-line form - price tag 500 MILLION $$$.
I snag a couple of paragraphs QUOTES from the Washington Post:
“This project, run by U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, was originally
supposed to cost a half-billion dollars and be finished in 2013. Instead, it’s now
projected to reach up to $3.1 billion and be done nearly four years from now,
putting in jeopardy efforts to overhaul the nation’s immigration policies, handle
immigrants already seeking citizenship and detect national security threats,
according to documents and interviews with former and current federal
officials.”
“From the start, the initiative was mismanaged, the records and interviews
show. Agency officials did not complete the basic plans for the computer
system until nearly three years after the initial $500 million contract had been
awarded to IBM, and the approach to adopting the technology was outdated
before work on it began.”
“By 2012, officials at the Department of Homeland Security, which includes
USCIS, were aware that the project was riddled with hundreds of critical
software and other defects. But the agency nonetheless began to roll it out, in
part because of pressure from Obama administration officials who considered
it vital for their plans to overhaul the nation’s immigration policies, according to
the internal documents and interviews.”
I've Been Mugged (IBM)
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/a-decade-into-a-project-to-digitize-usimmigration-forms-just-1-is-online/2015/11/08/f63360fc-830e-11e5-a7ca6ab6ec20f839_story.html
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IBM INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED - REMEMBER THIS - IT IS A
NAME OF A TORNADO THAT IS HITTING OKLAHOMA - AND
IT IS NOT OK. INDIA BUSINESS MACHINES (IBM) DOES IT’S
OWN VERSION OF “LET’S MAKE INDIA GREAT AGAIN”.

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld FEB 11, 2016 1:06 PM PT
IBM India Private Limited - Remember this - it is a name of a Tornado that is
hitting Oklahoma - AND it is NOT OK.
India Business Machines (IBM) does its own version of “Let’s Make India Great
Again”
ComputerWorld sniffs out IBM’s sneaky H1B action. We all know the game of H1B Whack-A-Mole. Donald Trump - want some votes?

I PASTE ALL THE MISERY:
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“Hertz has warned around 230 IT workers that their jobs may be at risk as it
expands its outsourcing work with IBM.”
“The outsourcing "will probably impact" other U.S. IT positions, said Bill
Masterson, a Hertz spokesman.”
“Asked if the total number of affected IT jobs will be larger, Masterson said:
"We expect it to be larger than 230 for the U.S."
“Hertz is trying to improve its IT operations. It hired a new CIO last year with
experience in the car rental industry, Tyler Best.”
“The firm seeks a "transformative IT agenda," said Hertz CEO John Tague, in a
conference call with analysts last year, according to a transcript at Seeking
Alpha.”
“Tom Kennedy, Hertz CFO, told analysts in an earning call last year that "we
have 1,500 people in the back office, which is quite double what it should be.
Our call centers are probably double what they should be," according to the
Seeking Alpha transcript. He said the firm's IT spend is over $400 million a year.”
“IBM has a 20-year relationship with Hertz, said Masterson. Some of the Hertz IT
employees will get IBM job offers, but it will be a "smaller number" than 230.”
“Hertz wants the transition to IBM completed by June.”
Masterson said he did not know if any of the IT work was being moved offshore.
IBM India Private Limited, an IBM subsidiary, has filed paperwork for numerous
H-1B workers for a property in Oklahoma City. The property, according to
government records, belongs to Hertz Technologies Inc., a Hertz subsidiary. At
least two dozen Labor Condition Applications for this address were found in a
random check at MyVisaJobs.
The Hertz cuts come at what may be a worrisome time. The job market for IT
workers, overall, may be slowing down. According to an analysis by Foote
Partners, the U.S. added 5,500 only IT jobs in January. Only 6,100 jobs were
added in December, which was the worst month for IT employment since
August 2014.
The monthly average of new IT jobs in 2015 was at 12,300 a month, according
to Foote.
END PASTE
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Once again IBM - Selfish and Cruel Rule America - MESSAGE to the CFO of
Hertz: LAYING OFF YOUR EXPERIENCED AND KNOWLEDGEABLE IT STAFF IS NOT
GOING TO HELP YOUR BUSINESS BOTTOM LINE. IT IS NOT THE FAULT OF IT STAFF
THAT YOUR BUSINESS SUCKS. MAYBE IT IS Tom Kennedy, Hertz CFO OF HERTZ
WHO SUCKS.
I've Been Manipulated (IBM)
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3032350/it-careers/hertz-cutting-itjobs-as-its-shifts-to-ibm.html
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IBM DROPPING LIKE A ROCK FROM A CLOUD - ONETHIRD OF WORK FORCE ROUNDED UP FOR THE GUILLOTINE.
ONE MONTH SEVERANCE PAY FOR EVERYBODY - H-1B’S
ALL OVER THE PLACE - EVEN THE MUCH-VAULTED
CLOUD DIVISION FIZZLING. WATSON WHERE IS YOUR AI?

By Tekla S. Perry
March 2 2016 | 20:02 GMT
IBM Dropping Like a Rock from a Cloud - One-Third of Work Force Rounded up
for the Guillotine. One Month Severance Pay for Everybody - H-1B’s All Over
the Place - Even the Much Vaulted Cloud Division Fizzling. Watson Where is
your AI?
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I’ve Been Mugged (IBM) staff expose massive layoffs into the thousands and
nobody knows the company headcount - widespread panic. IBM’s corporate
culture is horrible, morale leads to bad code, lousy system performance. IBM
used to be Mother IBM, now they are under the mercy from the Grandmother
from Hell.

QUOTES FROM IBM STAFF TELLS THE STORY
"I am a GTS Strategic Outsourcing casualty of the mass firing today. My
manager told me it was big and widespread, and I'd be hearing from a lot of
people that will also be notified today.”
"After 41 plus years I got the call today. How many more ways can they take
from hard working IBM'rs? I was ready to go last year when they had the
severance package. Why didn't they do it then? We have been living and
working with this ‘writing on the wall’ for years. What stings the most is the
severance cut.”
“Latest areas getting cut: AA IBM CMS Cloud Division; AMS Strategic Technical
Services; Global Services Parts Operations; GTS Strategic Outsourcing. Workers
are also reporting work is being moved offshore to Hungary and Brazil.”
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"I am cut while my replacement H1B visa worker stays."
“The 6 hardware planners in Poughkeepsie were all laid off as of as of 5/31
with one-month severance.”
“The big s$#* job is that I'm only getting 1 month severance instead of the 25
weeks I am entitled when I was hired.”
“Our Service Availability Management team got the axe today. Very sad day
after 28 years with the company”
NEXT STAFF MEMBER QUOTED:
“It is bad, really bad. It’s a mass layoff today. It is a sad day for IBM. People are
being told not to talk about it. I was told by a manager in getting the news [of
my job being eliminated], who was reading off of a script, that one third of the
U.S. workforce is being ‘rebalanced,’ which is what they call it.”
“Concerning performance reviews, I’ve gotten 2+’s [IBM employees are rated
on a scale of 1 to 3, 1 being the highest] for years, this year I got a 3. The
manager told me he’d been told that he needed to RA a certain number of
people. But I’m hearing that even people with 2s were RA’d [another IBM term
for layoff, it stands for resource action] today.”
“They are giving us 90 days paid working notice, one-month severance, and
$2500 in money for retraining.”
“IBM is trying to candy coat this thing, they will frame it as a skill set change.
But we think it’s more about jobs going to India and other places.”
END QUOTES FROM CANNED TECH STAFF.
In late May another round of layoffs rolled through IBM. Most reports are
coming from the United States and Australia, affecting several thousand
people, according to Lee Conrad, who collects reports on job cuts at
Watching IBM on Facebook.
“The lights are turning off in IBM United States,” Conrad says.
IBM is clearly a company in decline. The Wall Street genius crowd can sugar
coat with happy quotes to investors as a great thing, tech people know better.
IBM’s shoddy project performance record is well known in Washington DC MASSIVE AND COMPLETE PROJECT FAILURE INTO THE BILLIONS _ I SUSPECT THIS
TREND IS ALL OVER THE WORLD. The Valley rats do not want to work for IBM; the
Millennial generation certainly does not want to work for IBM. IBM IS OLD
SCHOOL.
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My advice to IBM, just leave the US, get it over with, rename your company to
India Business Machines and move everything to India. Become the biggest
and most cheap ass global company and be proud. Hold Your Head High IBM,
even in DISGRACE.

http://spectrum.ieee.org/view-from-the-valley/computing/it/reports-coming-in-ofmass-us-layoffs-underway-today-at-ibm
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THE DYING OF THE IBM EMPIRE - INDUSTRY OBSERVER: THE
TITANIC IS RESHUFFLING THE DECK - ICEBERG LOOMS 30% FORCE REDUCTION. WARREN BUFFETT JUMPS SHIP.
WOMEN, CHILDREN AND IT STAFF STILL REMAIN ON
BOARD.

By Robert X. Cringely March 8, 2016
The Dying of the IBM Empire - Industry Observer: The Titanic is Reshuffling the
Deck - Iceberg Looms - 30% Force Reduction. Warren Buffett Jumps Ship.
Women, Children and IT Staff Still Remain on Board.
DEAD COMPANY WALKING - I QUOTE MOST OF ARTICLE
“IBM is dying.”
“This round of IBM layoffs looks to me to be in the 20-25 percent range. A
similar number of IBM workers were let go last year, but what makes this year’s
numbers so notable is that most are regular employees — not contractors or
retirees (those were mainly dumped last year to make those layoffs look lower).
With IBM U.S. employment in the 90-100,000 range, this suggests that 18,000-
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25,000 people have just been shown the door at IBM. And they did so under
new rules that grant at most one month of severance pay instead of up to 23
weeks that was in effect until the end of 2015. That has to be a kick in the head
to all the IBM old-timers who had been waiting for the axe to fall no matter how
good they were at their jobs, yet hoping for some kind of package. Well the
package is here and it is full of crap.”
“The IBMers I hear from, and there are lots of them, are generally either pissedoff or scared. But it’s frankly far too late to save the IBM they remember. That
company has been gone for years. The best they can hope for is a little clarity
and leverage concerning the terms under which they are being shown the
door. It looks like IBM isn’t being clear about their options with those on the
layoff list and I’ll be covering that in another column this week. But for now I
want to explain why I say that IBM is dying.”
“Big Blue is in transition they say. Old businesses like mainframes and midrange
systems are giving way to cloud, analytics, mobile, social, and security. The
company has done this before many times. Gone are the card sorters and
typewriters for example. The theory is that IBM will emerge like Doctor Who from
this latest transformation, a new company headed for even greater things.”
“But right before this round of layoffs Warren Buffett began to change his tune
on IBM. He was dour when asked about it and said his partner Charlie Munger
was already bearish on IBM.”
“What happened? What turned Buffet around? Surely not this one layoff: IBM
has been doing these for years, though never so brutally.”
“The only event that I can see causing this change in Warren Buffett is Ginni
Rometty disclosing to her largest shareholder that the basic premise of
transition and renewal isn’t working. Things aren’t going well at all in cloud,
analytics, mobile, social and security land. When those kick-in (if they kick-in)
IBM will be just one company in a crowd with no particular advantage over the
others.”
“IBM used to be able to count on its size, its people, its loyal customers, but all
of those are going or gone. Apple or Google could buy IBM with cash on
hand, so it’s no longer the Big Kahuna. IBMers of yore are all gone and for the
current breed it’s just another job. IBM customers are leaving in droves, too. Of
the whole CAMSS suite only security is an obvious success and the world isn’t
ready for a $100 billion security company.”
“IBM isn’t KODAK or XEROX as one reader asked. It’s not that IBM stuck too
long with an old technology or developed new ones it then chose not to sell. A
better analogy for IBM is the original AT&T — a company that spent huge
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amounts trying to reinvent itself as a cable company and a wireless company
only to finally sell itself to SBC for $16 billion.”
END QUOTES ON THE DEATH OF A COMPANY
Lesson for IBM and all companies. You live with India, you die with India, no
Reincarnation.
http://www.cringely.com/2016/03/08/whats-happening-at-ibm/

Watching IBM on Death Watch. From Media Reports: Lee Conrad, a former IBM
employee, who once ran the now defunct Alliance@IBM union-organizing
effort is now that head of the Watching IBM page on Facebook. He told
InformationWeek he'd received hundreds of emails and hundreds of messages
from affected workers. Watching IBM is a sad series of events reported
worldwide.

https://www.facebook.com/alliancemember/
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IDIOT BUSINESS MACHINES (IBM) - NOW ONLY ONE
MONTH SEVERANCE PAY FOR CANNED STAFF - THEY ARE
THE WORST COMPANY IN THE WORLD - AND
THEY’RE SERVERS SUCK!

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld MAR 3, 2016 12:29 PM PT
Idiot Business Machines (IBM) - Now Only One Month Severance Pay For
Canned Staff - THEY ARE THE WORST COMPANY IN THE WORLD - AND THEY’RE
SERVERS SUCK!
“IBM may be starting new trend: Reduced severance.”
“The company is now conducting a layoff of its U.S. employees, something it
does routinely as it rebalances its workforce. But laid-off workers say that
instead of leaving with as much as 26 weeks of severance, they are getting
only a month's pay under a recently initiated company policy.”
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IBM HAS MORE INDIAN EMPLOYEES THAT AMERICANS SINCE 2013.
IBM YOU SUCK!

NEXT STEP - NO TOLIET PAPER IN STALLS - INDIAN H-1B TOWELS ONLY.
IBM CORPORATE CULTURE IS NOT FRIENDLY FOR ALL THINGS ON THIS PLANET
ALIVE AND NOT ALIVE.
Only idiots would work for Idiot Business Machines (IBM).
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3040562/it-careers/ibms-one-monthseverance-offer-means-a-bitter-end-say-laid-off-workers.html
The Carly Fiona look alike, act alike, name alike selfish Bitch From Hell who is Running
IBM into the Ground - Ginni and Carly - what a pair. Rometty was a member of the
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority, eventually serving as its president.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ginni_Rometty
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IBM IS PATHETIC - ANONYMOUS POSTS TO US
WORKERS ABOUT THE HR (HUMAN REMAINS), THE CRIME
AND DRUGS AND DESPAIR IN NY STATE AND THE SUCKING
GREED EXECUTIVES THAT DESTROYED WHAT WAS
ONCE A GREAT US CORPORATION.

IBM is Pathetic - ANONYMOUS Posts to US Workers about the HR (Human
Remains), the Crime and Drugs and Despair in NY State and the Sucking Greed
Executives that Destroyed what was once a Great US Corporation.
“I am writing this in the hopes that my voice, and the voice of many IBMers
matters. I had to admit when I heard that the CEO of IBM was going to be
advising President Elect Trump as part of Trump’s Business Advisor Group
pertaining to the job situation in America, my heart sank for America. I worked
for IBM for 37 years and in the beginning, it was amazing. I loved my
company and I was proud to work there. They absolutely valued their people,
and it showed. In the late 90’s it started to change; with the focus, solely on the
stock market. The leaders turned on their own employees and the IBM that I
and many others knew, slowly became the toxic wasteland of hypocrisy that it
is today.’
“After I thought about it, I realized that many of the things that have resonated
with me about President Elect Trump are; hearing the voices in America that
have not been heard for a long time, the treatment of our Veterans, the
outsourcing of American jobs by American Companies, the attack on
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Christianity, the fundamentals of being proud of America and of the American
Flag to name a few, although there are many others. I realized that someone
with that type of discernment, has a very clear understanding of what matters.”
“The purpose of this letter is to provide additional information and give an
insiders perspective on the inner workings of IBM in the hopes of fair
representation and truth prevailing for the US workers. For this to work America
must trust again in their leaders. We need true transparent and honest leaders
that believe in, listen to, and support their employees. I recognize people can
change, however that has not been the type of leadership provided to the IBM
US Workers for the entire time Ginni Rometty has been CEO. Please consider
the following:”
“A lot can be discerned about a company that is arrogant enough to believe
they are above the law.”
“IBM has laid off thousands upon thousands of high performing people in the
US over the age of 55. The understanding is that by law they are required to
reveal this statistical information, however they have not been held
accountable. An exception to this age discrimination appears to be in the
ranks of CEO and Senior VP’s.
Bullying, nepotism, and fear are common place at IBM. IBM knows that threats
of layoffs, when there is a job shortage in the US, gives their management team
carte blanche to mistreat employees. After 25 years of continuous layoffs, the
environment is so toxic that employees have adapted to just accept the
abuse.
IBM forces people to sign their rights away in exchange for what is now a very
meager severance package. **Note that the meager severance package is
not the case in European countries where the law protects the employees.
Many employees are forced to sign this because they need the income to
support their families etc. Lay off or no lay off if IBM had been treating their US
employees fairly, and ethically the lawsuits would not be so prevalent.
A lot can be discerned about leaders and the management of a company by
how they treat their employees.
HR in IBM, which is technically short for Human Resources, would more
appropriately be named Human Remains. Employees in the US have no voice
and no rights. HR Partners support management only, and if employees discuss
anything with the HR partner it is used to prepare management for the purposes
of protecting them from a law suit.
Escalations end up at the top of the HR chain, so in essence as an example if
you work for Business Controls in IBM and escalate for wrong processes,
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procedures, or treatment (which is a business controls role), the escalation will
go to the Director level who will not go against their managers and the
employee ends up on the short list to layoff. This sends the message that even
if the issue is in the best interest of the company, you have no voice.
“Employee engagement surveys are given, however honest comments about
the environment are not shared. In addition, the sharing of any information is a
witch hunt for management to silence anyone that dares say “the emperor has
no clothes”
“A lot can be discerned about a company that abandons the town that that
gave it it’s start.”
“Endicott, NY which is the birthplace of IBM is now a town riddled with crime,
poverty, pollution, and drugs.”
“Many of the former bustling IBM buildings which housed upward of 12,000
now lie desolate and are in total disrepair. There are now less than 700 US IBM
employees in Endicott.”
“The Endicott IBM Country Club (which was originally intended to benefit all
IBM’ers) is rusting, decrepit and a complete eyesore.”
“A lot can be discerned about a company by how deceptive the
communication is.”
IBM began layoffs in the 1990’s. At that time, they invoked the process that
many companies in the US have resorted to today. They forced the US workers
to train their replacements, and used threats of not getting their severance or
being fired to ensure the knowledge transfer occurred. They then held the US
workers accountable for the offshore employees until the offshored employees
were considered stable.
IBM is still off shoring and out sourcing, however they have become much more
deceptive. They knowingly target individuals. They force the coworkers of the
targeted employees that they need to complete this transition to sign non disclosure agreements. Imagine the type of environment this creates. They
deceive the employee and at the same time undermine them. Meanwhile the
employee is unknowingly training the people that are taking their job (under
the guise of teamwork).”
“IBM mis-categorizes people that are part of a resource action as “retired” to
claim that the numbers reductions are due to attrition.”
A lot can be discerned about a leader that takes financial incentives and
bonuses while firing thousands upon thousands of US employees.
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IBM has had 18 quarters of losses or declining profits yet last year the CEO
received a bonus of 4 million dollars in addition to the already substantial
incentives they receive.
The “business model” to hide how poorly they are really doing is to keep laying
off people, and the last reiterations of this have cut very highly skilled
individuals who were high performers. There are now huge knowledge gaps in
very key areas.
Layoffs were performed weeks prior to a December 15 deadline which pays
out the entire 401K match to IBMers. This means IBM did not have to provide the
match to these employees, although they worked almost the entire year for
IBM.
Some other key facts to consider:
“IBM US had 150,000 employees and they now have 79,000. IBM India has
over 105,000 and the number is growing. Yes, they will tell you that they are
hiring 25,000, what they don’t tell you is that they are getting rid of just as many
through Layoffs and the latest scam being the elimination of a “work at home
program” which is replaced by mandatory office attendance at designated
sites, usually states away from the employee’s home. Don’t worry there will be
a cover story on why the company has decided to move everyone to centers
in a country and world that “works from home” successfully.”
“Taxing IBM 35% on products won’t affect them because there are no products
to tax. IBM hides behind “the skills shortage” while vaguely throwing around
the buzzwords of Cloud, Data Analytics and AI, while stating that we need to
educate and train in the US. Many companies provide cloud storage, analytics
and AI in the US and IBM is not well known for any of this. Although their
“advertising” of everything they are into is top notch, it still leaves everyone
wondering what exactly it is that they do. If this lack of education is truly the
answer why wasn’t this the path that the CEO took instead of the US layoffs? Per
their own admission, there are many jobs that don’t require a college degree
and the training is available and being piloted. Logically this should be able to
be accomplished with skilled workers. There were very skilled people that had
to train the replacements in India, and the Philippines to take over the US HR
processes (yes our personal information is out of the country). Additionally,
when IBM lays off a (skilled) worker, they force the employee to sign a clause
(to get their severance) that many times prevents them from working for IBM
again. This causes even more of a worker shortage of almost 70,000 skilled
workers. Instead they want more H1-B visas for even more India employees.”
“I will apologize ahead of time for the length of this letter, however this is just
the tip of the ice burg. There are many sites for retired IBMers and Watching
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IBM that give the real story if anyone is interested in hearing their stories versus
the smokescreen sent to the media. It is my hope that this information would
be used in a way to address root cause and bring hope and jobs back to the
US Workers”
Best Regards,
ANONYMOUS

http://protectusworkers.org/letter-to-president-elect-trump-and-ginni-romettyceo-of-ibm-from-a-former-ibmer/
I've Been Mismanaged (IBM) - Incredibly Bad Management (IBM), I've Been
Mugged (IBM), I've Been Moved (IBM), Idiot Business Machines (IBM), Indian
Business Machines (IBM). In the UK IBM is called an Incredibly Bloody Mess Pick Any - All Poison.
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WATCHING INCREDIBLY BAD MANAGEMENT (IBM) EUROPE SLAMMED HARD BY LAY OFFS, IN US - NOBODY IS
LEFT TO LAY OFF - CHECK THAT - IBM IS JUST GETTING
WARMED UP!.

By Tekla S. Perry
April 20 2016 | 20:00 - GMT

Watching Incredibly Bad Management (IBM) - Europe Slammed Hard by Lay
Offs, in US - Nobody is Left to Lay Off - Check That - IBM is Just Getting Warmed
Up!
U CAN take the “International” out of the IBM title, new Name Plate “India
Business Machines” as leaked internal memos reports. (IBM). QUOTE: “Leaked
documents show IBM India now has more workers than IBM in the U.S. Why?
Take a guess. The average IBM India employee is paid $17,000 per year.”
Red Ink = Blood Letting All Over the World. It is the Decline of the IBM Empire.
I PASTE INCREDIBLE FIRST-HAND REPORT from IEEE
“Last month, I reported on a wave of IBM layoffs hitting U.S. facilities. Cuts were
happening all across the country, and one source told me he’d been informed
that one-third of the U.S. workforce would be affected. IBM quickly denied that
number, and other reports put the numbers of those severed in the 20 to 25
percent range—something like 18,000 to 25,000 in the United States.”
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“(We’ll never be able to know the exact percentage, simply because IBM no
longer releases a U.S. headcount; worldwide, as of the end of 2015, the
company had approximately 378,000 employees.)”

“At the time, U.S. employees suspected that what the company called
“workforce rebalancing,” in order to “aggressively” focus on cognitive and
cloud computing, had less to do with focusing on cloud and cognitive and
more to do with moving jobs to countries like India, Brazil, and Costa Rica.”
“Here we are six weeks later. IBM has said little more about the layoffs publicly,
yet they don’t appear to be over. The March round appears to have been the
beginning, not the end. A Facebook group, Watching IBM, is gathering reports
from around the world. These dispatches are by no means comprehensive, but
are at least painting a rough picture of what is going on.”
“Generally, the layoffs are affecting employees in many of the higher-wage
countries in which IBM does business. For example, Watching IBM’s job-loss
tallies include 233 in Belgium, 160 in Denmark, 360 in France, 900 in Germany,
225 in Sweden, and 100 in Switzerland. The Channel Register reports that 400
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workers have been laid off in the UK, including some at UK Labs. A Dutchlanguage publication in the Netherlands says 770 jobs there have been
transferred to India—a report IBM has denied. And, according to the UK’s IB
Times, more cuts in IBM’s European workforce are planned.” “Watching IBM
has received anecdotal reports about Canadian layoffs beginning in Toronto,
Markham, Ottawa, Winnipeg, and Montreal. And reports on the site indicate
that 185 layoffs have been announced for Australia and New Zealand; three
more rounds planned for this year will bring the total to 600.”
“Back in the United States, it appears that the March layoffs were just the
warmup. A new round is reportedly either quietly underway, or imminent,
according to reports on Watching IBM. And even the Watson team, initially
thought to be untouchable, now appears to have lost its immunity. One worker
reported to Watching IBM that some employees within Watson are being told
they have 30 days to find a new job in another division. Also, he notes, “Several
project managers and consultants [have been] let go. Seems to be a cost
cutting measure to make Watson look profitable.”
“And the Silicon Valley Lab in Coyote Valley, Calif., is reportedly getting hit this
time as well, according to the Silicon Valley Business Journal. The company is
laying off 109 workers there, the Business Journal indicates.”
“Why are journalists and tech workers paying so much attention to the IBM
layoffs? One reason is the strong suspicion that IBM’s secrecy about the cuts—
the company is making numbers public only when local laws require, and has
refused to break down its head count regionally—is designed to cover some
less than admirable behavior.”
“Perhaps, it’s been suggested, the whole “rebalancing” effort actually means
pushing jobs to low-cost regions. Writes Steve Pitcher in MC Press Online:
“Leaked documents show IBM India now has more workers than IBM in the U.S.
Why? Take a guess. The average IBM India employee is paid $17,000 per year.”
“Or, perhaps the effort is designed to remove older, more expensive workers:
Journalist and IBM watcher Robert X. Cringely is trying to determine whether
IBM has violated age discrimination laws with this year’s layoffs. He’s trying to
gather evidence, and suggests that soon-to-be-former employees over 40
force an investigation by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC), by filing a charge of age discrimination against the company.”
END ARTICLE PASTE
I've Been Mismanaged (IBM) by Indian Business Machines (IBM). Incredibly
Bad Management (IBM), I've Been Mugged (IBM), I've Been Moved (IBM), Idiot
Business Machines (IBM), in the UK IBM is called an Incredibly Bloody Mess Pick Any - All Poison.
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http://spectrum.ieee.org/view-from-the-valley/at-work/tech-careers/ibmlayoff-epidemic-spreads-worldwide.
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IBM NOW HAS MORE EMPLOYEES IN INDIA THAN IN THE
U.S.A. - A CHILD IS BORN - INDIAN BUSINESS MACHINES
(IBM) AND AMERICA LAST COMES IN FIRST.

By Vindu Goel
Sept. 28, 2017
IBM Now Has More Employees in India Than in the U.S.A. - A Child is Born Indian Business Machines (IBM) and America Last Comes in First.
The New York Times tells a familiar story, but a few pictures tells a thousand
words of jobs that are lost in America - America Last.
“BANGALORE, India — IBM dominated the early decades of computing with
inventions like the mainframe and the floppy disk. Its offices and factories,
stretching from upstate New York to Silicon Valley, were hubs of American
innovation long before Microsoft or Google came along.”
“But over the last decade, IBM has shifted its center of gravity halfway around
the world to India, making it a high-tech example of the globalization trends
that the Trump administration has railed against.”
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“Today, the company employs 130,000 people in India — about one-third of its
total work force, and more than in any other country. Their work spans the
entire gamut of IBM’s businesses, from managing the computing needs of
global giants like AT&T and Shell to performing cutting-edge research in fields
like visual search, artificial intelligence and computer vision for self-driving cars.
One team is even working with the producers of Sesame Street to teach
vocabulary to kindergartners in Atlanta.”

“IBM employees collaborate in a casual work space at its new offices in
Bangalore’s Bhartiya Center of Information Technology.CreditPhilippe Calia for
The New York Times
“IBM India, in the truest sense, is a microcosm of the IBM company,” Vanitha
Narayanan, chairman of the company’s Indian operations, said in an interview
at IBM’s main campus in Bangalore, where the office towers are named after
American golf courses like Peachtree and Pebble Beach.”
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“The work in India has been vital to keeping down costs at IBM, which has
posted 21 consecutive quarters of revenue declines as it has struggled to
refashion its main business of supplying tech services to corporations and
governments.”

“The tech industry has been shifting jobs overseas for decades, and other big
American companies like Oracle and Dell also employ a majority of their
workers outside the United States.”
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“But IBM is unusual because it employs more people in a single foreign country
than it does at home. The company’s employment in India has nearly doubled
since 2007, even as its work force in the United States has shrunk through waves
of layoffs and buyouts. Although IBM refuses to disclose exact numbers,
outsiders estimate that it employs well under 100,000 people at its American
offices now, down from 130,000 in 2007. Depending on the job, the salaries
paid to Indian workers are one-half to one-fifth those paid to Americans,
according to data posted by the research firm Glassdoor.”
“Ronil Hira, an associate professor of public policy at Howard University who
studies globalization and immigration, said the range of work done by IBM in
India shows that offshoring threatens even the best-paying American tech
jobs.”
“The elites in both parties have had this Apple iPhone narrative, which is, look,
it’s O.K. if we offshore the lower-level stuff because we’re just going to move
up,” he said. “This is a wake-up call. It’s not just low-level jobs but high-level jobs
that are leaving.”
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“While other technology titans have also established huge satellite campuses
in India, IBM caught the attention of President Trump. At a campaign rally in
Minneapolis just before the November election, he accused the company of
laying off 500 Minnesotans and moving their jobs to India and other countries,
a claim that IBM denied.”

Ronil Hira, an associate professor of public policy at Howard University who
studies globalization and immigration, said the range of work done by IBM in
India shows that offshoring threatens even the best-paying American tech jobs.
“The elites in both parties have had this Apple iPhone narrative, which is, look,
it’s O.K. if we offshore the lower-level stuff because we’re just going to move
up,” he said. “This is a wake-up call. It’s not just low-level jobs but high-level jobs
that are leaving.”
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“While other technology titans have also established huge satellite campuses
in India, IBM caught the attention of President Trump. At a campaign rally in
Minneapolis just before the November election, he accused the company of
laying off 500 Minnesotans and moving their jobs to India and other countries,
a claim that IBM denied.
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YOU CAN READ THE REST OF THIS POS VIA THE LINK BELOW:

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/28/technology/ibm-india.html?
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O MAINFRAME - IN WHICH PIT OF DANTE’S H-1B INFERNO
DO YOU DWELL?

By Stephen Pushor on September 6, 2016:
I wrote a poem titled “Ode to Mainframe” as a comment in the journal
Enterprise Systems, the publisher contacted me for a full publication of the
poem, later I added my outsourcing verse.

O Mainframe - In Which Pit of Dante’s H-1B Inferno Do You Dwell?
O Mainframe, O Mainframe!
Thou system most fair and lovely!
The sight of thee at execution,
Spreads hope and gladness far and wide,
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Oh Mainframe, O Mainframe
Thou system most robust and fast!
How Long is it going to Last?

O Mainframe, O Mainframe!
Thou hast a wondrous MQ message:
O Mainframe, O Mainframe!
Thou hast a wondrous CICS response time,
Thou dost proclaim the green screen machine,
As good will to users and ATM's on earth
O Mainframe, O Mainframe!
Thou hast a wondrous network,
Results thy have, but thy face not pretty!

O Mainframe, O Mainframe!
You stand in verdant beauty
O Mainframe, O Mainframe!
You withstand numerous attacks,
Your screens are green in summer's glow,
And do not fade in winter's snow
O Mainframe, O Mainframe!
You stand in sturdy massiveness,
How Long is it going to Last?

O Mainframe, O Mainframe!
How thick is your swamp?
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O Mainframe, O Mainframe!
Your presence here enhances,
Your long-lasting glow does glisten bright,
Reflecting all the bits and bytes of light
O Mainframe, O Mainframe!
Are you a stricken dinosaur?
Have you fallen in the mud pit?
Or has your name been distributed?

O Mainframe, O Mainframe!
How thin is your ranks?
O Mainframe, O Mainframe!
Your absence is deflated
O Mainframe, O Mainframe!
Are you a stricken H-1B Victim?
Have you fallen in the Offshore pit?
Or has your jobs been Outsourced?
Or has your name been Changed?
India Business Machines, Perhaps?

http://enterprisesystemsmedia.com/article/ode-to-the-mainframe - &ts=undefined
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Stephen Pushor aka “Dudeski” is a Midwest transplant to the Washington DC
area. He graduated from Indiana University with a degree in International
Political Science and Western European Studies, and he also has a Computer
Science degree from Purdue University. His career as a software engineer and
business analyst has spanned the health care, financial, telecommunication
industries and homeland security in the government arena.

His experience includes extensive programming in enterprise-mainframe and
case-tools, the use of relational database management systems and
transaction processing software, database design, data modeling tools, design
methodologies and managing other IT professionals.
His Mainframe base was COBOL, Assembly Language, CICS Command Level,
CICS Macro Level, Message Queue (MQ), XML, HTML, TSO ISPF/SDSF,
ROSCOE/LIBRARIAN, PANVALET, VSAM, OS Utilities, INTERTEST, CEDF/CEDI,
XPEDITOR, NDM, TPX, JES, IOF, SYNCSORT, ABEND-AID, FILEAID, APS, PROEDIT,
QMF, Platinum, Insight for DB2, CA-7 Scheduler. Also, DB2, ORACLE, SQL,
ADABAS, DATACOM, IMS/DB, DL/I. His first job started on January 2, 1980 and
recently he has retired.
Dudeski supports various green and climate change causes plus lives a
“green” lifestyle. Additionally, he has supported various political campaigns to
support heath care and progressive causes.
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Dudeski formerly ran an advocate page to SAVE IT jobs from outsourcing and
H-1B and Visa abuse. Web Site: http://www.saveamericanitjobs.org/ Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SaveAmericanITJobs
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YELLOW CARD RIP

I graduated from Purdue in 1979 and quickly learned to have the precious IBM
System 370 Reference Summary yellow card on hand at all times. It was
derived from the famous “Systems IBM System/370 Principles of Operation”.
The Systems IBM System/370 Principles of Operation Fourth Edition (September
1974). I first used it in ALC 1 Programming Class in 1978. The class was full, but
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after the first open book test, the class was cut in half due to student failing the
test and subsequent class withdraws, I was the lucky and proud one, I got a B+
on my first ALC test, the rest is history.
ftp://bitsavers.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/pdf/ibm/370/princOps/GA22-70004_370_Principles_Of_Operation_Sep75.pdf
The Yellow Card was hard to come by; I remember once somebody stole my
Yellow card, an IBM employee graciously got me another one. Priceless. You
need the Yellow Card for Assembly Language figuring out core dumps.

My Final Days may Outlast IBM.
“I worked in a JAVA MF MQ CICS hell hole in a distributed environment and the
management and Java people refused to even log onto to the MF to see the
application, they were so scared of the black box / hole; meanwhile I was
supposed to de-bug their strings. Bottom Line, IT Sucks now all over the
country, this his due to chaos in distributed continuous production, the H1B
layoffs are killing people, management often has does not have technical
background, the CFO bean counters run the show, I barely escaped with my
savings, now happy to be retired and dismayed watching my younger friends
suffer. The mainframe days were glory - MF people easy to work with, laid
back, I miss those early days. Holes in our shoes and we walked to work,
debugged code in the shower. A little bit of ALC kept you sharp. NOW IT
SUCKS!.
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